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Abstract A systematic literature review is an empirical method used to provide an overview
of existing knowledge and to aggregate evidence within a domain. For computer science,
several threats to the completeness of such reviews have been identified, leading to recommendations and guidelines on how to improve their quality. However, few studies address to
what extent researchers can replicate a systematic literature review. To conduct a replication,
researchers have to first understand how the set of primary studies has been identified in the
original study, and can ideally retrieve the same set when following the reported protocol.
In this article, we focus on this initial step of a replication and report a two-fold empirical
study: Initially, we performed a tertiary study using a sample of systematic literature reviews
in computer science and identified what information that is needed to replicate the searches
is reported. Based on the results, we conducted a descriptive, multi-case study on digital
libraries to investigate to what extent these allow replications. The results reveal two threats
to replications of systematic literature reviews: First, while researchers have improved the
quality of their reports, relevant details are still missing—we refer to a reporting threat. Second, we found that some digital libraries are inconsistent in their query results—we refer to
a searching threat. While researchers conducting a review can only overcome the first threat
and the second may not be an issue for all kinds of replications, researchers should be aware
of both threats when conducting, reviewing, and building on systematic literature reviews.
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1 Introduction
In the medical domain, systematic literature reviews are an established method to consolidate knowledge of existing empirical studies before conducting a new one (Babar and Zhang
2009; Sackett et al 1997; Webster and Watson 2002). Over time, other domains, such as social sciences, criminology, and software engineering, have adopted the use of systematic literature reviews as a methodology and derived corresponding guidelines (Babar and Zhang
2009; Dybå et al 2005; Kitchenham and Charters 2007; Kitchenham et al 2009; Webster
and Watson 2002). Systematic literature reviews are a suitable way to identify, compare,
and summarize the findings of studies that address a specific problem. By following defined
guidelines, researchers can systematically collect papers on such a problem, consolidate the
provided information, and identify research opportunities (Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic
2015; vom Brocke et al 2015; Kitchenham and Charters 2007; MacDonell et al 2010).
Systematic literature reviews as an empirical research method have gained growing interest in the software-engineering research community, indicated by an increasing number of
such papers being published (Budgen et al 2018a; Kitchenham et al 2009, 2010; da Silva et al
2011; Zhang and Babar 2013). A systematic literature review aims to provide an unbiased
analysis and follows a well-defined methodology (Kitchenham and Charters 2007; Kitchenham et al 2016) that can be replicated by other researchers and, in an ideal world, would result in the same outcome if no parameters are changed. For instance, Kitchenham et al (2011)
explicitly highlight repeatability as an anticipated benefit of a systematic literature review,
but also find that this is hardly achievable. While all steps of a systematic literature review
are equally important, the first step of searching relevant papers arguably has significant impact on the outcome, for example, due to important papers being missed (Badampudi et al
2015; Felizardo et al 2016; Jalali and Wohlin 2012). A literal replication or repeat1 (Gómez
et al 2014) of a search may be neither desirable nor possible (Kitchenham et al 2011, 2016;
Lindsay and Ehrenberg 1993; Riedl 2007), for example, considering limitations of digital
libraries (Kitchenham and Charters 2007; Shakeel et al 2018). However, independently of
the actually applied replication strategy (Gómez et al 2014; Riedl 2007), it is important
to have the necessary information of the original setup (e.g., search strings) and be aware
of technical limitations. In this context, we know of only few studies that are concerned
with analyzing threats to searches and their repeatability. Such knowledge is necessary for
researchers conducting, reviewing, reading, replicating, and extending a systematic literature review to assess potential threats to the original study, replications, extensions, and
comparisons between all of these, with comparisons being recommended for experimental
replications (Carver 2010).
Research Goal In this article, we investigate the initial step of searching primary studies for
a systematic literature review in computer science, focusing on two research questions:
RQ1 Do researchers report information needed to replicate the search of a systematic literature review?
To replicate a systematic literature review, several pieces of information are necessary.
With this research question, we aimed to provide an overview of what information is
1
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described in systematic literature reviews that allows replicating the initial search process, for example, guidelines, search strategies, and search strings. We report details
on the study design in Section 4 and discuss the results in Section 5.
RQ2 To what extent can we replicate searches on literature resources?
The results of our study show that automatic searches in digital libraries are the most
common search strategy. Consequently, they are an essential factor when replicating
a systematic literature review. We conducted a descriptive multiple-case study (Yin
2018) to assess the extent to which researchers can replicate automatic searches and
report the details in Section 6.
By answering these research questions, we empirically analyzed to what extent researchers
can replicate the search processes of systematic literature reviews. To this end, we applied a
two-step methodology: First, we performed a systematic literature review on other systematic literature reviews—a tertiary study (Kitchenham et al 2016)—to assess what information researchers report. Second, based on the results of our tertiary study, we designed and
conducted a descriptive multiple-case study on digital libraries to evaluate the possibility to
replicate automatic searches in these.
Overall, we contribute the following with this article: We provide an overview on information that researchers report in systematic literature reviews, namely the guidelines,
search strategies, literature resources, and search strings that were used, as well as problems
the researchers faced during the conduct. The results indicate multiple threats in reporting
systematic literature reviews that need to be addressed. While other studies already show
that literature resources in computer science do not support the systematic literature review
process sufficiently (Kitchenham and Brereton 2013; Shakeel et al 2018; Zhang and Babar
2010), they do not investigate the consistency of search results. Thus, we analyzed whether
we could replicate systematic literature reviews that relied on automatic searches, with our
results indicating that this seems hardly possible.
Outline The remaining article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the general concepts that are necessary to understand this article. Within Section 3, we provide an
overview of related work, putting our own work into context and providing additional motivation. Afterwards, we report the design and conduct of our tertiary study within Section 4
and Section 5, respectively. Based on the results we obtained in this tertiary study, we conducted a descriptive multiple-case study to analyze literature resources, for which we report
the details in Section 6. We summarize our findings in Section 7 to conclude this article.

2 Background
In this section, we introduce the concepts that are important to understand this article. To
this end, we describe the purpose of a systematic literature review and its phases, different
search strategies, and literature resources.

2.1 Systematic Literature Reviews
A systematic literature review is an empirical method to systematically identify papers related to a certain research question to evaluate, consolidate, and interpret the existing evidence (Kitchenham and Charters 2007; Kitchenham et al 2016). The investigated papers are
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Planning
• Define Research Questions
• Create Protocol
• Evaluate Protocol

Conducting

Reporting

• Identify Papers
• Select Studies
• Apply Quality Criteria
• Extract Information
• Consolidate Information

• Write Report
• Evaluate Report

Fig. 1 Phases of a systematic literature review according to Kitchenham et al (2016).

referred to as primary studies, while the systematic literature review itself is a secondary
study. Independent of the domain, systematic literature reviews are helpful to identify the
state of the art on a research topic and to reveal opportunities for further investigations (Boell
and Cecez-Kecmanovic 2015; vom Brocke et al 2015; Webster and Watson 2002).
In contrast to narrative reviews that summarize the experiences and insights on a topic
from an expert’s perspective (vom Brocke et al 2015; Collins and Fauser 2005), systematic literature reviews aim to be more systematic to avoid biases (Booth et al 2012) that
may occur, for example, due to identical author risk (Jalali and Wohlin 2012) or “cherrypicking” (Kitchenham et al 2016). Consequently, systematic literature reviews require the
researchers to (Kitchenham and Charters 2007; Kitchenham et al 2016):
–
–
–
–
–

Construct a review protocol before the conduct;
Define a search strategy to identify papers;
Explain inclusion and exclusion criteria to select papers;
Define quality criteria to evaluate the papers; and
Describe the review and evaluation process within the protocol.

Overall, the goal of a systematic literature review is to aggregate existing evidence on a
research topic, while mitigating threats of deriving biased results. In particular, the structured
protocol enables replications and allows verification of the results by other researchers.
Still, conducting a systematic literature review is a demanding task that poses difficulties to novices and experienced researchers alike (Biolchini et al 2005; Dybå and Dingsøyr
2008; Kitchenham and Charters 2007; Riaz et al 2010). To facilitate the conduct of systematic literature reviews, guidelines have been proposed to help researchers with defined
phases and steps. The guidelines by Kitchenham and Charters (2007) and their updated version (Kitchenham et al 2016) are widely adopted for software engineering and many systematic literature reviews have been based on them (Kitchenham et al 2009, 2010), wherefore
we also rely on these guidelines. A systematic literature review comprises three phases, as
we depict in Figure 1.
Planning. Before starting a systematic literature review, the researchers have to identify its
necessity, mainly investigating that the considered topic has not been reviewed recently and
that such a review is needed. Then, the planning phase starts with defining the research questions to scope the extent of the systematic literature review. Based on these questions, the
conducting researchers write a review protocol, addressing: motivation, research questions,
search strategy, selection criteria, quality criteria, data extraction, information consolidation,
threats to validity, type of the review, and additional management activities. As a result, they
create a detailed plan for the systematic literature review and, in a final step, evaluate it.
Conducting. After the planning phase, the researchers execute the steps they defined in the
protocol. Thus, they identify relevant papers based on the search strategy and assess these
papers for relevance by applying selection and quality criteria. From the resulting relevant
papers, the researchers extract and consolidate all important information. As a result, they
collect the information that is necessary to answer the previously defined research questions.
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Reporting. Finally, the conducting researchers use the consolidated information to answer
the research questions. To this end, they need to focus on the contribution of the systematic literature review to the investigated domain, new findings, and have to reason about
the validity of the results (Shaw 2003). To document the outcome, the researchers write a
protocol that comprises the answers to these aspects and the research questions. Finally,
the researchers evaluate the report to ensure that it fulfills all requirements and that they
performed the systematic literature review as defined in the planning phase.

2.2 Search Strategies
Identifying relevant papers is an essential step in any systematic literature review. Researchers define this step in the search strategy, which they have to adapt according to the
goal of the systematic literature review (vom Brocke et al 2015; MacDonell et al 2010). In
this article, we differentiate between three core strategies that researchers can use independently or in combination (Kitchenham et al 2016):
– Automatic Search
For an automatic search, researchers define a search query and execute it on a digital
library or database. The advantage of this search strategy is its speed and limited effort
to identify a large number of papers. However, automatic searches also include large
numbers of irrelevant papers that must be manually filtered (Kitchenham and Charters
2007). In addition, the quality of the results depends on several factors, such as the
libraries and databases that the researchers use, the search query and its adaptations,
the existence of synonyms, as well as duplicates (Jalali and Wohlin 2012; Shakeel et al
2018; Zhang et al 2011).
– Manual Search
A manual search is limited to defined venues, for example, a set of Journals or Conferences. Consequently, researchers manually collect and evaluate each paper from the
selected venues to identify whether it is relevant for the systematic literature review.
Such a manual search requires less effort than an automatic one, if a limited and appropriate set of venues is selected. Still, each paper must be manually evaluated and
inconsistent usage of keywords, poor quality of abstracts, and synonyms can pose problems (Brereton et al 2007).
– Snowballing
For snowballing, an initial set of relevant papers must exist. Then, researchers can analyze the papers’ references (backwards-snowballing) or their citing papers (forwardssnowballing) to identify further papers (Jalali and Wohlin 2012; Wohlin 2014). This
process can be performed incrementally, continuing with the newly identified papers of
each iteration. Essential for this search method is the initial set of papers that should be
based on different communities, publishers, years, authors, and not too small (Wohlin
2014). The advantage of this method is its simplicity, but depending on the number
of referencing and citing papers, it can become an extensive analysis compared to an
automatic search (Badampudi et al 2015).
Researchers can use each of these search strategies to identify relevant papers for a systematic literature review. Due to the limitations and disadvantages of each method, several
authors and guidelines recommend to combine different search strategies (Jalali and Wohlin
2012; Kitchenham et al 2016; Zhang and Babar 2010).
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2.3 Literature Resources
In the previous section, we referred to digital libraries and literature databases. For simplicity, we summarize these terms and any other collection that provides long-term access to
scientific literature and that can be searched for a systematic literature review as literature
resources in the remaining article. While such literature resources are essential, they have
several shortcomings that hamper their usability for systematic literature reviews. This includes, for example, different search models and query syntaxes (Babar and Zhang 2009;
Brereton et al 2007; Falagas et al 2008; Imtiaz et al 2013; Shakeel et al 2018), limitations
for complex queries (Falagas et al 2008; MacDonell et al 2010), varying publisher coverage (Falagas et al 2008), missing standard keywords (Kitchenham and Brereton 2013),
and permanent development, including sudden expiration (Giles 2006; Harzing and Alakangas 2017; Orduña-Malea et al 2014). In particular, all these issues are rarely communicated or documented, and thus researchers are seldom aware of these issues until they face
those (Orduña-Malea et al 2014). As such problems are known, researchers that conduct a
systematic literature review can address them. In contrast, only the providers of literature
resources can influence whether these behave consistently. Still, inconsistency is a potential
threat that may influence automatic searches for a systematic literature review, which is why
we conducted an empirical study on this issue.

3 Motivation and Related Work
The motivation for our study was to investigate the ability of researchers to replicate the
search of a systematic literature review. We focused on this first step of conducting a systematic literature review, as it scopes the set of papers, and thus the available evidence. In
this section, we discuss related work, highlight the differences to our study, and provide
additional motivation.
Kitchenham et al (2011) highlight that achieving repeatability may not be the goal of a
systematic literature review in software engineering, but is an expected characteristic. Similarly, Booth et al (2012) characterize that a systematic literature review is reproducible,
in contrast to other forms of reviews. While literal replications (Yin 2018) are not always
intended and are hardly possible, it is still important to understand threats that hamper
replications—independent of their purpose and design, for example, literal replications or
extensions. Such threats are connected to the reporting of systematic literature reviews or
technical limitations, as we highlight based on the following related papers.
Jalali and Wohlin (2012) compare an automatic search to backwards-snowballing, both
with one iteration. They identified 26 and 15 unique papers, respectively, as well as 27 common papers. While they could derive similar patterns from both searches, each search individually missed some important papers and would provide an incomplete overview, among
other threats to each search strategy. Similarly, Badampudi et al (2015) compare those two
search strategies in the context of systematic mapping studies. They identified 45.9% of the
relevant papers using an automatic search, while snowballing revealed 83%. The authors
also derived conclusions based on the identified papers and found that the overlap was quite
small (5 out of 15 compared conclusions). More importantly, only snowballing revealed
conflicting primary studies and seemed to be more reliable (14 out of 15 compared conclusions). Felizardo et al (2016) applied forwards-snowballing and an automatic search to
update an existing systematic literature review. Contrary to the two previous studies, they
found that snowballing may reduce the effort, but may miss important papers. Thus, it seems
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unclear, which search strategy is more useful for systematic literature reviews. Finally, comparing the same procedure of combining automatic search and snowballing with two different teams, MacDonell et al (2010) conclude that systematic literature reviews are robust and
repeatable, as both teams derived the same findings. These works highlight the impact of
missing papers in the search process and the importance of ensuring its consistency.
Considering reporting, some tertiary studies indicate that, despite an increase in quality, important details in reports of systematic literature reviews are still missing, preventing
full understanding (Budgen et al 2018a; Kitchenham et al 2010). These studies already indicate the importance of knowing potential threats to the initial search and its reporting in
systematic literature reviews to ensure reliable evidence, but also to provide details for scoping replications and extensions. A rather different example is the tertiary study conducted
by Budgen et al (2018b). The authors focus on the importance of industrial case studies
for systematic literature reviews and highlight that, in order to improve the relevance for
practitioners, different reporting strategies are required, such as a specific summary of findings (von Nostitz-Wallwitz et al 2018).
Other tertiary studies investigate the general development of systematic literature reviews in software engineering and are related to our work (Kitchenham and Brereton 2013;
Kitchenham et al 2009, 2010; da Silva et al 2011). However, these works are more concerned
with statistics about publication venues, authors, and the general quality of the provided information. Some authors, such as Budgen and Brereton (2006), Brereton et al (2007), Dybå
et al (2007), Babar and Zhang (2009), MacDonell et al (2010), Imtiaz et al (2013), and Shakeel et al (2018), report their experiences, conduct tertiary studies, or interview experts to
analyze the application and problems of systematic literature reviews. For example, these
studies identify some issues of the applied search strategies, search models, APIs, and adaptations of search strings.
As we described, there have been some studies on the repeatability, search strategies,
and reporting of systematic literature reviews. While some of these works have an overlap
with our research questions, none of them is focusing on the details that researchers report
on the search processes or the consistency of literature resources. The existing studies show
that different searches can have an impact on the results researchers derive from a systematic literature review. Thus, this initial step is important to analyze further, helping us to
understand threats, especially to their replication.

4 Tertiary Study: Design
As first step of our study, we conducted a systematic literature review, aiming to answer
our first research question and scoping our case studies for the second research question.
In Figure 2, we depict the review protocol process of our systematic literature review that
we use to report the steps we performed during the conduct (cf. Figure 1). In this section,
we describe each of these steps in detail. At the beginning, we refined our first research
question to scope our study and describe the resulting sub-questions in Section 4.1. Afterwards, we defined a search strategy to identify suitable papers, as we report in Section 4.2.
In Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, we describe our selection and quality criteria, respectively.
Finally, we present how and what data we extracted and aggregated in Section 4.5.
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Define Research Questions
(Section 3.1)

Define Search Strategy
(Section 3.2)

Define Selection Criteria
(Section 3.3)

Define Quality Assessment
(Section 3.4)

Define Data Aggregation
(Section 3.5)

Fig. 2 Review protocol content for systematic literature reviews based on Brereton et al (2007).

4.1 Research Questions
The purpose of our review was to investigate whether researchers report the pieces of information that others need to replicate the search of a systematic literature review. Consequently, we performed a secondary study on secondary studies, which Kitchenham et al
(2016) refer to as tertiary study. To scope our tertiary study, we refined our first research
question, focusing particularly on details about the search. We defined five sub-questions
based on previous works and our own experiences (cf. Section 3):
RQ1.1 What guidelines do researchers use to conduct systematic literature reviews?
Several authors have proposed guidelines for conducting systematic literature reviews in various domains, for example, Webster and Watson (2002) in information
systems or Kitchenham and Charters (2007) in software engineering. With this research question, we aimed to identify what guidelines researchers follow and whether
one is dominating in computer science. Conducting a systematic literature review
without any guidelines or based on varying (e.g., versions or variants) guidelines may
hamper researchers’ ability to understand and replicate the process, for example, because information and even phases differ or were added only in later versions (Dresch
et al 2014; Kitchenham et al 2016).
RQ1.2 What search strategies do researchers employ?
As we described in Section 2.2, three main strategies and their combinations exist
to search for relevant primary studies: automatic search, manual search, and snowballing—each strategy having different pros and cons. Consequently, it is essential
that researchers specify the search strategy that was employed in order to support
replications. We identified how often researchers have employed which search strategy and in which combinations.
RQ1.3 What literature resources do researchers use to search for relevant papers?
In addition to the employed search strategies, we were also interested in the literature resources used. As such resources develop over time (Fuhr et al 2007; Harzing
and Alakangas 2017; Orduña-Malea et al 2014) and are seen as differently important
for systematic literature reviews (Brereton et al 2007), we aimed to identify what re-
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sources have been commonly considered. This provides an overview for researchers
and is—in combination with our descriptive multi-case study—a means to assess
validity threats of searches that are performed for systematic literature reviews.
What information on search strings do researchers provide?
The search string is the essential input for any automatic search. We investigated
which details researchers report on the used search string, namely whether they provide a search query, only keywords, or even no information at all. This granularity indicates whether an existing systematic literature review can be replicated, especially
if it remains unclear how the researchers constructed a search string or adapted it for
different literature resources. We investigated adaptations of search strings within
this and the next sub-question.
What problems do researchers report?
Finally, we were also interested in problems other researchers experienced while
conducting systematic literature reviews. We read each paper and gathered reported
experiences to summarize challenges and pitfalls. This can help researchers when
conducting systematic literature reviews, replications or extensions, and indicates
research opportunities for future work.

Overall, answering these research questions has four purposes. First, we provide an overview
on details reported on the search processes of systematic literature reviews that are necessary to replicate these. Second, we show what threats to validity may exist, due to missing
information. Third, we derive recommendations for assessing and conducting especially
automatic searches for systematic literature reviews to ensure that researchers can replicate them and that they are consistent. Fourth, we used the results to scope our descriptive
multiple-case study for our second research question (cf. Section 6).
4.2 Search Strategy
To answer our research questions, we conducted an automatic search in Scopus.2 Scopus
indexes papers of different publishers, for instance, ACM, IEEE, Springer, and Elsevier,
that are previously assessed by an independent committee. As a result, all papers should
have a certain quality, as at least two reviews have been performed: The papers have been
reviewed to be accepted at a venue and the venue itself to be included in Scopus. We applied
the following search string.
TITLE-ABS-KEY(“systematic literature review” OR “tertiary study”) AND
(LIMIT-TO(SUBJAREA, “COMP”) ) AND
(LIMIT-TO(PUBYEAR, 2016) OR LIMIT-TO(PUBYEAR, 2015))

Thus, we restricted our results to papers that explicitly mention a systematic literature review
or tertiary study in their title, abstract, or keywords. In addition, the papers had to be published and be available in Scopus from 2015 to June 2016 (we conducted our query in July
2016), and address the domain of computer science. We remark that we considered not only
software engineering, but computer science as a whole, to provide a broader overview and
avoid disagreement on what areas are still part of software engineering research. To avoid
this problem, we followed the classification of Scopus that, however, may also not be ideal.
Nonetheless, our results mainly comprise papers that are based on the guidelines by Kitchenham and Charters (2007), indicating that software engineering is the major contributor
of systematic literature reviews in our set of papers.
2

https://www.scopus.com/home.uri
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4.3 Selection Criteria
We excluded any paper that did not fulfill all of the following inclusion criteria:
–
–
–
–

The paper is written in English;
The publication year is 2015 or 2016;
The paper addresses the domain of computer science; and
The paper describes the conduct of a systematic literature review.

We focused on the period preceding the date of our search to consider current developments
and limited the period to one and a half year, as several studies show an increasing number
of systematic literature reviews being published in software engineering (Babar and Zhang
2009; Budgen et al 2018a; Kitchenham et al 2009, 2010; da Silva et al 2011). As we analyzed
the applied search strategies—not a specific research question—of a systematic literature
review, we expected a large number of relevant papers even for this short period. Moreover,
we excluded irrelevant papers, especially if they only discuss the results of a systematic
literature review, but do not report how the conduct was performed.

4.4 Quality Assessment
Scopus only indexes papers from venues that have been examined by an independent committee. Due to the two review phases for each paper, we assume that all of them have a
certain quality. Identical to other researchers (Kitchenham and Brereton 2013), we did not
exclude papers based on quality criteria—wherefore we did not define such criteria. We did
this because our research questions address the quality of the papers. Thus, excluding them
in advance would bias the results, which reflect quality criteria to a certain extent.

4.5 Data Aggregation
We added each paper into a reference management tool, namely Zotero.3 With this tool, we
automatically collected the following standard information: title, authors, publication year,
and venue. To answer our research questions, we first read each abstract to exclude papers
not fulfilling our exclusion criteria and, if necessary, each paper completely. In accordance
with proposals of other researchers (Brereton et al 2007; Kitchenham et al 2009), one of the
authors then extracted the relevant data, while the others reviewed the results. These reviews
were based on two of the other authors verifying random samples of papers and all authors
checking the completeness of the extracted data. We resolved conflicts by first checking the
corresponding papers again and, in few cases, had to decide by majority vote. Overall, we
extracted the following data:
– The guidelines used for the systematic literature review if the researchers explicitly report to follow and cite them.
– The search strategy (i.e., automatic, manual, snowballing) the researchers employed.
– The literature resources in which the researchers searched for relevant papers.
– The information on search strings (i.e., search string, keywords, none).
– The problems the researchers report about conducting the systematic literature review.
3

https://www.zotero.org/
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Automatic Search in Scopus
(N = 372)

Remove Duplicates and
Non-Research Papers
(N = 362)

Collect Full-Texts
(N = 336)

Apply Selection Criteria on
Title, Abstract, and Keywords
(N = 322)

Apply Selection Criteria on
Full-Texts
(N = 289)

Fig. 3 Conduct phase of our tertiary study.

This information allows us to answer our first research question and its sub-questions. To
store the corresponding data, we first added tags in the Zotero database. For our analysis,
we automatically migrated the data into an SQL database and used queries to consolidate
the information for each research question.

5 Tertiary Study: Conduct and Results
In this section, we first describe the conduct of our tertiary study (cf. Figure 1). We then
present and discuss the results we obtained for each sub-question, describe threats to the
validity of our systematic literature review, and finally answer our first research question to
summarize the results.
5.1 Conduct
Based on the protocol we described in the previous section, we executed our automatic
search on July 5th 2016. We illustrate the steps of our conduct in Figure 3. As we show, our
automatic search on Scopus resulted in 372 papers that matched our search string. In the next
step, we imported all papers into Zotero, removing duplicates and non-research literature,
such as, tables of contents and proceeding introductions. For this reason, we removed 10
papers from our initial set. Then, we downloaded all full-text versions we had access to,
which was not the case for 26 of the papers. Afterwards, we read the title, abstract, and
keywords of each paper and excluded 14 that did not match our defined inclusion criteria
(cf. Section 4.3). Finally, we applied our inclusion criteria on the full texts of all remaining
322 papers, of which we excluded 33. Consequently, we identified 289 papers to be relevant
for our study, spanning one and a half year of research based on systematic literature reviews.
We provide a list of all included papers in the Appendix of this article.
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Table 1 Guideline used and referred to in the analyzed systematic literature reviews.
Usage
ID

Guidelines

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Kitchenham and Charters (2007)
Webster and Watson (2002)
Tranfield et al (2003)
Biolchini et al (2005)
Khan et al (2003)
Moher et al (2009)
Okoli and Schabram (2010)
Booth et al (2012)
Petersen et al (2008)
Levy and Ellis (2006)
Soni and Kodali (2011)
Galvan and Galvan (2016)
Wolfswinkel et al (2013)
Bandara et al (2011)
None

Total

Relative

192
9
9
4
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

66.4%
3.1%
3.1%
1.4%
1.4%
1.0%
1.0%
0.7%
0.7%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%

60

20.8%

Domain
Computer Science
Computer Science
Economics
Computer Science
Medicine
Medicine
Computer Science
Medicine
Computer Science
Computer Science
Economics
Social Sciences
Computer Science
Computer Science

5.2 RQ1.1 : What guidelines do researchers use to conduct systematic literature reviews?
Measurement To answer this research question, we read each paper in detail and identified
whether the researchers followed a guideline. We considered this to be true, if both of the
following conditions applied:
– The researchers explicitly write that they follow a certain guideline.
– The used guideline is cited in the paper.
As some guidelines have been extended, updated or published in different versions (e.g.,
by Kitchenham and Charters (2007) and Kitchenham et al (2016)), we condensed references
to such works of the same (or most) authors to the version that has been published first. In
addition, in four papers the researchers state to apply more than one guideline, wherefore
we identified more usages of guidelines than investigated papers. Consequently, the numbers
in Table 1 add up to more than 100%.
Results We provide an overview of all guidelines that we identified in Table 1, comprising
the cited or earliest reference, the number and ratio of papers referring to each guideline,
and the domain of the guideline. We remark that the domains reflect broader research areas. Thus, instead of assigning Kitchenham and Charters (2007) to software engineering
and Webster and Watson (2002) to information systems, we assigned both to the more general domain of computer science. In our set of papers, researchers most commonly used the
guidelines by Kitchenham and Charters (2007) with approximately 66.4% of the analyzed
papers referring to these, highlighting the dominance of software engineering in our analysis. Overall, 20.8% of the papers do not mention any guidelines. 14.2% (41) of the papers
follow at least one of the other 13 guidelines we identified. In most cases, the researchers
applied guidelines that are proposed or adopted for computer science, while some rely on
such from economics, medicine, and social sciences.
Discussion In Table 1, we can see that the guidelines proposed by Kitchenham and Charters (2007) are dominating the structure of systematic literature reviews in computer science.
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especially because snowballing is a kind of manual search and researchers may not clearly
differentiate these strategies. We identified for each paper whether the researchers employed
an automatic, manual or snowballing search (cf. Section 2.2). As before, papers can rely on
more than one method, as is also recommended, for example, by Zhang and Babar (2010).
Results We display the numbers of employed search strategies as UpSet (Lex et al 2014)
plot in Figure 4. The bottom left part illustrates how many papers employed each strategy in
total. In the remaining bottom part, UpSet plots display interaction sets (combinations) and
the bars above show how often each interaction set has been used. Thus, UpSet plots are an
equivalent representation to Venn diagrams, but are more useful for large sets or if scales
cannot be represented properly.
In Figure 4, we can see that the sole automatic search is used the most by far (165 times)
and also in almost all combinations (278), except for 11 systematic literature reviews. Manual search and snowballing have been employed almost equally often with 78 and 69 papers
relying on them, respectively. However, they mostly occur in combination with automatic
searches. A purely manual search was employed only nine times in our set of papers, while
a sole snowballing strategy was never used. Combinations of these two methods are also
rare, appearing only twice.
Discussion It is positive that every systematic literature review that we investigated clearly
defines the search strategy employed. Of these, almost all systematic literature reviews employed automatic searches, arguably because they allow to easily cover many venues. Still,
in contrast to manual searches and snowballing, researchers have to provide additional information and must rely on literature resources. In particular, they cannot control the search
mechanisms and evolution of these resources—potentially threatening replications of the
search process. Also, the researchers have to adapt searches for different literature resources
that each cover a subset of the available papers in computer science. This may threaten
replications of the search process, due to flaws during the adaptation of search strings and
inconsistencies within the literature resources.
5.4 RQ1.3 : What literature resources do researchers use to search for relevant papers?
Measurement As aforementioned, researchers most often employed automatic searches in
the systematic literature reviews that we analyzed. We identified what literature resources
have been used by the 278 papers that relied on such an automatic search. Again, we assigned different versions (e.g., CiteSeer and CiteSeerX) to a single literature resource.
Results We display all literature resources that researchers used for automatic searches in
our set of papers in Figure 5. To improve readability, we omit 43 literature resources that
appear fewer than five times and have been used in 58 papers. Overall, mostly IEEE Xplore,
ACM Digital Library, Science Direct, and Springer Link have been used—representing four
major publishers for computer science. With Google Scholar, Scopus, and Web of Science
follow literature resources that index papers of different publishers. The researchers used interdisciplinary search indexes and publishers less frequently and we often omit these in Figure 5. We remark that Science Direct4 and Elsevier5 denote apparently different search en4
5

https://www.sciencedirect.com/
https://www.elsevier.com/search
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Fig. 5 Distribution of literature resources that were used in the systematic literature reviews we analyzed.

gines, where the first includes only peer-reviewed publications, while the second can also
include other resources, such as websites.
Discussion While every paper mentions the literature resources that were searched, the results also indicate multiple threats to the validity of systematic literature reviews conducted
with automatic searches. First, while including a broader set of literature resources allows
for a more complete overview, it requires adaptations to the search strategy. For example,
some literature resources allow searching only on a subset of fields, have a different syntax, and limit the number of results. Thus, to ensure the completeness and possibility of a
replication, researchers have to provide the details about adaptations to the search query.
Second, as other findings also indicate (Budgen et al 2018a; Zhang and Babar 2010),
many systematic literature reviews rely on the literature resources of the four major publishers in computer science. For our set of papers, we see the same dominance of IEEE Xplore,
ACM Digital Library, Science Direct and Springer Link. While this may ensure a certain
quality, it can also prevent a complete overview on a research topic. As a result, such systematic literature reviews may face a selection bias and should be extended with snowballing
or broader literature resources, such as, Scopus, Google Scholar, or DBLP.
Finally, researchers depend on the interfaces provided by the literature resources. We
already described that they can heavily differ and also evolve over time (cf. Section 2.3), potentially preventing replications. In particular, the question arises if the most used literature
resources are consistent in the results that can be obtained. As an inconsistent behavior of literature resources would prevent any reliable systematic literature review and its replication,
we investigated this issue further with our descriptive multi-case study (cf. Section 6).
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None
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245

Fig. 6 Reported details about search strings for automated searches.

5.5 RQ1.4 : What information on search strings do researchers provide?
Measurement To perform an automatic search, a corresponding search string is necessary.
For our analysis, we differentiated three levels of information: None, keywords, and search
string. We analyzed each paper to identify whether the researchers report a complete search
string—including the keywords and their operators (cf. Section 4.2)—or only keywords.
Researchers can only perform proper replications of searches if the full search string is
described. Otherwise, it is unclear how the original researchers connected keywords or what
they even searched for if they provide no information at all.
Results We show the overall outcome of our analysis in Figure 6. As we can see, in 15 systematic literature reviews the researchers do not report any information at all and in 18 other
systematic literature reviews the researchers do report only the keywords. Consequently,
most researchers report the complete search string they used during their automatic search
(245; 88.1%). These search strings mostly contain the simple boolean operators AND and
OR, brackets for prioritizing, and enclosures for exact matches. Rarely, other operators—
which are also not supported by all literature resources (Shakeel et al 2018)—are used, for
instance, to limit the search to certain parts of the document and wild-cards.
Discussion It is positive that most researchers report the full search string they used during
their systematic literature review. Only this way, they can mitigate threats to the replication
of the searches they employed in a systematic literature review. Researchers in all roles—
conductors, reviewers, and readers—should be aware that a fully described search string is
an essential requirement. Even better would be to report the search string for each literature
resource used, which can take a lot of space. We rarely found papers that provided these
adaptations, neither in the papers nor as an appendix. To ensure replications, it is essential
to make the adaptations also available, for instance, as an online appendix that could also
comprise other artifacts, such as used tools, results, and statistical data.
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5.6 RQ1.5 : What problems do researchers report?
Measurement This question is not directly concerned with replicating the search of a systematic literature review. Instead, we aimed to consolidate the experiences of researchers
that conducted systematic literature reviews—with particular interest on those that are connected to the search process. For this purpose, we read each paper carefully and identified
all problems or pitfall the researchers reported.
Results Only few researchers mentioned challenges of conducting a systematic literature
review. Considering automatic searches, we identified the following problems:
– 35 papers report that it is challenging to adapt search strings to different literature resources, for various of the issues we described.
– Google Scholar allows a maximum of 256 characters (Ilyas and Khan 2015) and does
not offer extended filters (Mbiydzenyuy 2015).
– There are several problems and inconsistencies regarding the different literature resources, such as, ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, Science Direct, and Springer Link.
For example, the lengths of search strings and options to search within certain parts of
the available papers vary and are limited (Abdelmaboud et al 2015; Afzal et al 2016;
Soni and Kodali 2011).
Overall, we found only specific problems related to the automatic search strategy and literature resources in computer science. Regarding manual searches and snowballing, some
researchers mention that they take a lot of effort, but describe no concrete problems.
Discussion The results show that there are several limitations concerning automatic searches, as has also been discussed by other researchers (cf. Section 3). Because these limitations
are related to technical problems, researchers cannot resolve them on their own. Instead,
we must report such problems to the providers who can address them. However, manual
searches and snowballing can at least mitigate the identified problems. The low number of
papers reporting such problems seems surprising, considering that we included 278 automatic searches and how often the researchers used the same literature resources.
5.7 Threats to Validity
Construct Validity The construct validity represents how well the research questions can be
understood and addressed with the used methodology—preventing biases of assumptions
or design (Kitchenham et al 2016). Our research questions require no previous knowledge
about systematic literature review methods. We did not limit our analysis to any specific
guidelines, but derived independent, general-purpose questions. Thus, we argue that the
construct validity of our tertiary study is not threatened.
Internal Validity Considering internal validity, we only used a single literature resource and
a limited period. Furthermore, we excluded any paper that is not related to computer science
and its interdisciplinary topics. As a result, we have certainly excluded papers that report
a systematic literature review. However, Scopus includes papers of most publishers with a
certain quality and we explicitly focused on more recent years to also cope with temporal
improvements. Overall, we argue that we are able to answer our research questions and
scope our multi-case study based on the findings without threatening their validity.
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A factor that we cannot influence is the indexing of literature resources and authors.
Thus, some papers may be indexed incorrectly or some systematic literature reviews may
be named differently (e.g., “systematic review”), which would both mean that we did not
include these papers. Similarly, some of the included papers may actually report systematic mapping studies or even other studies, despite explicitly stating to apply a systematic
literature review. However, we investigated all papers in detail, which is why most of such
papers have been excluded; and for those still included, the search processes are often identical or similar. Moreover, we included 289 papers and carefully checked the results to avoid
selection biases. This way, we aimed to mitigate these threats to the internal validity.
Quite related to our study is one more external threat: Digital libraries may not be updated in time, but add Conference proceedings or Journal volumes only after some time.
Thus, it may be that we did not find all papers for the covered period of time. Thus, replications of our study may comprise a larger set of papers. Nonetheless, we included 289 papers
and as there is some overlap in their characteristics (e.g., the literature resources used) to
other studies, we argue that the results are reliable.
External Validity The results of our tertiary study cannot be generalized to all existing systematic literature reviews. However, this is mainly due to our goal of capturing the more
recent development of systematic literature reviews—similar to the works, for example,
by Kitchenham et al (2010) or da Silva et al (2011). Due to the ongoing evolution and advancement of systematic literature review methods and literature resources, our results are
hard to generalize. However, we present important insights into the current practice and
in this context can help to raise the awareness for threats to the search processes used for
systematic literature reviews.
Conclusion Validity Considering the results, we argue that they can be replicated by other
researchers. We described each step and how we extracted the data to derive the results,
which multiple authors controlled. As a result, we argue that the conclusions we derived
are not threatened. However, the results can change depending on the considered time period, future developments, and the literature resources included. In particular, the literature
resources will be the subject of our following descriptive multi-case study.

5.8 Summary
In the following, we summarize our findings to answer our first research question: Do researchers report information needed to replicate the search of a systematic literature review?
Considering the results of all sub-questions, we found that often much of the information
needed to replicate searches is provided. Nonetheless, there are discrepancies in the details
researchers describe and the applied methodologies. We identified the following threats:
1. Approximately 21% of the systematic literature reviews we analyzed did not use or do
not report on using a guideline. Consequently, it is unclear whether the used methodology is appropriate. This may also hamper other researchers in replicating a systematic
literature review, as guidelines can help to better understand and scope the process.
2. As many guidelines exist, the question arises to what extent they cover the same criteria
and details. Differences in the ways the conduct of a systematic literature review is
reported may prevent its replication. To address this point, a comparative analysis of
existing guidelines seems necessary to identify variations and consolidate them.
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3. Most systematic literature reviews solely rely on an automatic search. However, it is
questionable if this search strategy covers all relevant papers (Badampudi et al 2015;
Jalali and Wohlin 2012; Zhang and Babar 2010). Another potential threat is that literature resources may be inconsistent, a threat that we further addressed with our descriptive multi-case study (cf. Section 6). Comparable to previous studies, we identified that
the same literature resources are often used in computer science.
4. While almost all systematic literature reviews report the full search string, we found only
few that also report necessary adaptations for different resources. Consequently, other
researchers cannot verify that the used search strings were adapted appropriately. This
threatens the completeness of the results and hampers replications. We are not aware of
a previous study analyzing the reported search strings, wherefore we cannot argue about
the temporal development in this regard.
In summary, we conclude that much of the necessary information for replicating the search
of a systematic literature review is reported. However, the granularity of details is questionable and many aspects of the search processes are unclear—meaning that replications and
extensions have to build on some assumptions. We refer to this as the reporting threat, which
researchers can overcome by reporting more detailed information.

6 Descriptive Multi-Case Study
Assuming that researchers have provided all information to replicate the search of a systematic literature review, there still remains a potential source of threats: the literature resources
that are used. Investigations show that such resources have varying characteristics, for example, in their search models, query design, indexing, and truncation of results (Babar and
Zhang 2009; Bailey et al 2007; Brereton et al 2007; Shakeel et al 2018). Thus, it can be
challenging for researchers to adapt their search string to each literature resource, as was
highlighted in 35 papers we analyzed in our tertiary study. However, a different factor to
consider is whether the resources are deterministic, and thus consistently provide the same
results for the same queries at different points in time. In order to investigate this issue, we
conducted a descriptive multi-case study (Yin 2018) to answer our second research question:
RQ2 To what extent can we replicate searches on literature resources?
Within this section, we describe the setup and conduct of our descriptive multi-case study,
report and discuss the results, and analyze threats to validity.

6.1 Setup and Conduct
We focus on two characteristics of literature resources that are essential to allow replications: interface consistency and temporal consistency. During our tertiary study, we rarely
found information on when exactly a search was performed, whether it was repeated, or
through what interface the search was applied. However, if the literature resources do not
behave consistently, these factors can have significant impact on the starting set of papers,
which may bias the results. For example, we may retrieve varying results depending on the
day on which we searched and whether we used the web interface or a tool with a crawler.
We investigated these two characteristics as follows:
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1. Interface Consistency. The results of our tertiary study indicate that researchers use
different tools to conduct their searches. We compared the results of applying the same
search strings on each selected literature resource using (1) their web interface (manual)
and (2) through available APIs. Thus, we analyzed whether these two interfaces provide
the same results, as both may be used by researchers and tools. As ACM did not provide
an API when we started our studies, we did not include its digital library in this part of
our analysis.
2. Temporal Consistency. With this characteristic, we investigated whether repeating a
manual or an API search yields the same results. To this end, we compared the papers
that we found through each resource and interface at different days. This allowed us to
investigate if a replication at any point in time yields consistent results.
To analyze these two characteristics, we designed the following setup for our descriptive
multi-case study based on the results of our tertiary study.
Automatic Search We aimed to analyze automatic searches, as most of the identified systematic literature reviews relied solely on this search strategy or used it in combinations.
Overall, only 11 systematic literature reviews did not include any automatic search. As
aforementioned, we considered automatic searches that may rely on web interfaces or APIs.
Most Prominent Resources We selected the most used literature resources in computer science, according to our results and existing studies (Budgen et al 2018a; Kitchenham et al
2016; Shakeel et al 2018). Furthermore, we limited our selection to the most accessible
ones (Shakeel et al 2018), meaning those that have no access restrictions for searches (e.g.,
excluding Scopus and Web of Science) and that allow to download the results as collections
(e.g., excluding Google Scholar). These criteria allowed us to automate parts of the conduct
by automatically querying search strings for APIs and comparing the results. Finally, we
included IEEE Xplore (IEEE), ACM Digital Library (ACM), Science Direct, and Springer
Link (Springer).
Search Strings We aimed to cover different research areas in computer science and varying
search-string designs. For this purpose, we created five search strings (abstracted):
String 1 program comprehension OR debugging OR maintenance AND
study OR participants AND
code smells AND
integrated development environment OR programming language OR
programming paradigm OR tool
String 2 tool support AND
keywords: software product line
String 3 security issue OR security issues AND
keywords: internet of things OR iot
String 4 function call OR graph database AND
keywords: intrusion detection system OR intrusion detection systems OR
network security
String 5 keywords: type systems

These strings cover different research areas that we are knowledgeable in. We combined
the keywords between operators to enforce searching for exact string matches (e.g., program comprehension becomes “program comprehension”) to limit the number of results.
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Then, we tested whether the queries retrieved varying numbers of papers and followed the
restriction of most literature resources that return a maximum of around 2,000 results for
a single query (Shakeel et al 2018). To customize these abstract search strings, we implemented a tool that automatically adapted the strings to each resource and its API. Moreover,
our tool automatically performed the search through the APIs. We remark that we searched
always with the exact same search string, meaning that even if we may have had a fault in
an adaptation, the papers identified should still be the same.
Technical Limitations Due to technical limitations of existing literature resources (Shakeel
et al 2018), we searched only in full texts and keywords—which we indicate with the corresponding prefixes and which most of the selected resources support for manual and API
searches. However, there are further limitations that do not allow us to conduct the same
searches on all resources. First, ACM does not provide an API, wherefore we cannot perform our API case studies. Second, Springer only allows full-text searches, which is why
we can only employ the first search string on this literature resource.
Analysis Besides the fully automatic search performed by our tool, we also manually performed the automatic searches on the web interfaces. This was done by the second author,
who executed the searches and inserted the exported results into the implemented tool. Afterwards, we automatically checked for duplicates to verify interface and temporal consistency,
using digital object identifiers, if available, or the remaining bibliographic data, otherwise.
Finally, we manually checked the results and verified all differences that we identified.
Time Frame We started with the fully automated analysis of our tool, to check if it behaves
correctly. This process started on November 15th 2016 and we used the results to check for
consistency of the APIs. We started 10 days later with the manual search on November 25th
2016 (with two additional days of testing on the ACM Digital Library), from which point
forward we used all results for assessing the resources’ consistencies. After this point in
time, we performed all searches once a day until December 23rd 2016.

6.2 Results and Discussion
In the following, we distinguish between the results of our descriptive multi-case study that
are concerned with interface consistency and temporal consistency. For each, we first report
the results and afterwards discuss the implications.
Interface Consistency We show the results for the interface consistency of IEEE, Springer,
and Science Direct in Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9, respectively. To better illustrate the
data, we split it up for each search string that we employed and we separately display the
numbers of returned papers for each resource. The gray bars show the numbers of papers that
we identified through both, manual and API search, on each day, represented by the number
at the bottom of each bar. Thus, the gray bars indicate the consistency of both searches
compared to each other.
We further show the numbers of papers that we identified solely with one of the two
searches, but not the other. The second row of numbers from the bottom corresponds to the
API search, illustrated with the circles (◦) on top or above the gray bars. Identically, the row
of numbers on top represents papers found solely through the manual search and aligns to
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Fig. 7 Interface consistency of IEEE. From the bottom: The first row of numbers represents the papers
identified by both searches (manual and API) and corresponds to the gray bars. The second row represents
the papers identified only by the API search and corresponds to the circles (◦). The third row represents the
papers identified only by the manual search and corresponds to the dots (·).

the dots (·) in the plots. Consequently, if the dots are in the middle of the circles, and thus
on top of the gray bars, there are no discrepancies between the searches, which indicates
consistency of both interfaces compared to each other. In such situations, the second and
third row of numbers that indicate the unique papers for each interface are zero.
Comparing the different search strings, we can see that they all return different numbers
of papers. As aforementioned, we intended to have varying sample sizes to broaden our
testing setup. We remark that increasing and afterwards constant numbers indicate that new
papers have been added—which we expected for a period of a month.
For IEEE (cf. Figure 7), we can see that the results of our searches vary for several days
of our observation. We can see that on some days the API search is incomplete compared to
the manual search, returning even fewer papers than the days before and afterwards. Seeing
the overall numbers of papers, the results indicate that this seems to partly align to days
at which papers are added into this resource. However, for String 3, a mismatch of one to
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Fig. 8 Interface consistency of Springer. From the bottom: The first row of numbers represents the papers
identified by both searches (manual and API) and corresponds to the gray bars. The second row represents
the papers identified only by the API search and corresponds to the circles (◦). The third row represents the
papers identified only by the manual search and corresponds to the dots (·).

four papers persists throughout our whole observation period. We see a similar behavior for
Springer (cf. Figure 8), but here it seems to be consistent. While IEEE is sometimes varying,
we never obtained the same papers for Springer when comparing manual and API searches.
More precisely, both searches return distinct, yet relevant sets of papers. In addition, there
seems to be an update delay (see also Figure 10), as we sometimes found new papers at
different days for each search. For example, at day six, we found one more paper with the
manual search that was also found by the API search at day eight—at which the number of
papers found by both searches increased by one, while the number for the manual search
(top row) decreased by one. In contrast, for Science Direct (cf. Figure 9), we can see that all
searches always returned consistent results. This is the behavior that is necessary to ensure
that we can replicate a search and obtain the same results.
Discussion. The results of our descriptive multi-case study are concerning. They indicate
that researchers cannot literally replicate the searches of many systematic literature reviews
at any point in time. Worse, such searches are potentially incomplete if they rely solely on
a search through the web interface or an API search. As most systematic literature reviews
report that they only used automatic searches (without additional snowballing or other extensions, cf. Section 5.3) and do not report that they used both interfaces (or which of these),
they may have missed some papers in the initial set. Thus, also some relevant papers may
be missing form the included results and hide important evidence (Badampudi et al 2015;
Jalali and Wohlin 2012).
Moreover, without knowing the exact tools and search interfaces that the researchers
used, it is not possible to replicate a systematic literature review. For example, some tools
may rely on an API, while others crawl the web interfaces of the literature resources. Thus,
replicating a search is only possible if the same version of the same tool is used. Considering
that we barely found this information during our tertiary study, this is a significant threat for
replications of the search processes of systematic literature reviews.
Temporal Consistency In Figure 10, we show the results for the temporal consistency of
the returned papers. We display for each literature resource and search string that we could
employ, how many papers have been added or removed at each day of our observation. To
this end, we show for each string two marks at each day, with those above zero representing
additions and those below zero representing deletions. If only one, additions or deletions, or
neither occurred, one mark is always at zero. We remark again that ACM does not provide
an API, while we could only employ the first search string for Springer.
We can see that for the manual search of all resources only additions appeared during our
whole observation. This is the expected behavior, as papers are added to literature resources
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Fig. 9 Interface consistency of Science Direct. From the bottom: The first row of numbers represents the
papers identified by both searches (manual and API) and corresponds to the gray bars. The second row
represents the papers identified only by the API search and corresponds to the circles (◦). The third row
represents the papers identified only by the manual search and corresponds to the dots (·).

after publication, and thus made available to researchers. In contrast, the API searches of
IEEE and Springer (once) also returned fewer papers at some point in time. For IEEE, we
can see a certain pattern: The same number of papers that was removed at one day was added
again the day after. For instance, at day 33, 44 papers were added, while 264 were removed
for String 3. On the next day, the same papers were removed and added again, respectively.
Consequently, there is no difference in the results for days 32 and 34, besides added papers.
The same is true for the other occasions and while this pattern is common, it is not always
aligned to an addition of papers (cf. Figure 7). It is unclear why these discrepancies occur.
Discussion. Again, the results we obtained for temporal consistency are concerning. While
the manual search of each literature resource seems to be consistent (as far as our case studies
are concerned), the API searches vary heavily. The most extreme case is IEEE, for which we
found large changes for some days of our observation. This means that any search conducted
with the API at a single day in this resource can be biased. If the search is not checked at
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Fig. 10 Consistency of API (left) and manual searches (right) for each literature resource and search string.
ACM does not provide an API, while Springer does not support the same features in both scenarios. Marks
that are above zero represent added papers, while marks below zero represent removed papers. We show two
marks for each observation to consider that papers may have been added and removed at the same day.

multiple days, researchers may include fewer or more papers. Moreover, researchers who
replicate such a systematic literature review have to be lucky to obtain the same papers.

6.3 Threats to Validity
Internal Validity The selected search strings yield different sets of papers and may be subject to fewer or more changes, depending on the topic and publication activity. Consequently,
this could be a threat to the internal validity, as we derived our findings based on only five
strings. However, these strings cover different topics and intentionally return varying numbers of papers. Thus, we argue that they are representative and show several problems of the
analyzed literature resources. This remains the case, even though we could not employ all
search strings on all literature resources.
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External Validity Overall, we only considered four literature resources. This means that
we cannot conclude in general how reliable literature resources in software engineering (or
computer science) are. However, we focused on established resources and the identified
issues should be investigated and tested for all of them. While our selection of literature
resources means that we cannot directly transfer the results, our findings are still alarming
and should be a warning sign when using other literature resources.

Conclusion Validity Considering the conclusions we derived, we reported all details of our
descriptive multi-case study and carefully analyzed the results. Thus, we argue that we were
able to derive meaningful results that are reliable based on our findings. Still, one issue in
our study may be that we wrongly identified papers as overlapping or unique, for example,
due to missing or wrong data (e.g., missing DOI). To mitigate this threat, we partly verified
the results manually to ensure that the matches of papers have been correct.

6.4 Summary
Overall, we can summarize our findings to answer our second research question: To what extent can we replicate searches on literature resources? Based on the results we obtained with
our descriptive multi-case study, we found that replicating searches conducted in systematic
literature reviews is problematic. Manual as well as API searches of literature resources can
be biased to some extent and only Science Direct and ACM (for their web interfaces) fulfill
our consistency requirements. In particular, we found the following factors that can prevent
a reliable replication of searches reported in systematic literature reviews:
1. Only Science Direct seems to be interface consistent, while neither IEEE nor Springer
are. We cannot conclude meaningful results for ACM, due to the missing API. In contrast, the manual search of all analyzed libraries seems to be temporally consistent. Considering the problems of available APIs, we argue that using them or tools that are based
on these threatens the ability of researchers to replicate the search process of systematic
literature reviews. Moreover, additional information needs to be reported, in particular,
on repeating and verifying searches on several days.
2. The API searches partly allow different options to define search strings compared to the
web interfaces. As the researchers who conducted the systematic literature reviews we
analyzed report that they used different tools (most are not reporting any information in
this regard), this discrepancy threatens replications.
We considered four of the most widely-used literature resources in computer science and
conclude that it is hardly possible to replicate automatic searches of systematic literature
reviews. This is mostly due to misbehavior of some of the resources, which results in some
papers potentially missing in the conducted systematic literature reviews. We refer to this situation as searching threat, which researchers themselves cannot fully overcome, but address
by providing additional information, repeating their searches, and combining search strategies. Arguably, researchers could rely only on those resources that are consistent, which
should mean they are deterministic. However, we found problems in established resources
that should not be ignored and it seems necessary for the providers to check and prove that
their resources work properly.
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7 Conclusions
In this article, we reported the details of an extensive tertiary study and a descriptive multicase study. Within both, we have been concerned with the ability to replicate the searches
of systematic literature reviews. While our results show that most researchers report the information that is requested by common guidelines and should ideally be enough to replicate
a systematic literature review, we identified several issues that are connected to reporting
(R) and searching (S) threats, as discussed in Section 5 and Section 6, respectively. We also
identified one additional (A) threat that we experienced during our study:
R1 Not all systematic literature reviews report that they used a guideline and it is unclear,
what differences between guidelines have what impact.
R2 Many papers may omit information that is relevant for replications, which can be
due to unawareness of existing issues or space limitations.
R3 Researchers cannot employ search strings the same way to all literature resources,
wherefore all adapted versions should be reported.
R4 Many researchers seem to be unaware of searching and reporting threats to systematic literature reviews, which they should describe.
S1 A sole automatic API search seems unreliable, wherefore researchers should include
a larger set of resources (including summarizing ones, such as DBLP or Google
Scholar) and also an additional manual and/or snowballing phase.
S2 While the development of systematic literature review tools is an important research
direction (Hassler et al 2016), it seems necessary to first analyze the problems of
literature resources further to implement repeatable search processes.
S/R1 Literature resources have several limitations concerning the consistency of their API
searches. Researchers have to be aware of these issues and have to report exactly how
they searched for papers. Thus, we recommend to employ API searches at multiple
days to check the consistency of the returned results.
A/S1 We found that using search strings with different encodings, for instance, manual
input and copied from different PDF readers, can break the searches of literature
resources. In particular, we tested this for the four resources we analyzed in our
descriptive multi-case study. Overall, IEEE as well as Springer are vulnerable to this
issue: Different encodings in the search string may yield varying results with only a
small overlap, while all returned papers are relevant. Thus, both resources provide
incomplete results if not all encodings are tested.
Overall, we identified several reporting and searching threats that challenge the replication
of the search process of a systematic literature review. While some of the reporting threats,
for instance, missing details on the search string (R2 ) and its adaptations (R3 ), already pose
significant problems in verifying and replicating a search strategy, they can become even
worse in combination with searching threats. For example, if we only know of a single search
string for an automated search (R3 ), but not how the researchers employed it (S/R1 ), several
methodological variations are possible. In this case, it would be necessary that we adapt
the search string ourselves to perform a replication, without being able to check whether
the original study has been correct in this regard. Even then, we do not know whether we
should use the web interface, an API, or a certain tool to execute the queries. Thus, the
threats to validity and replications of systematic literature reviews may multiply, due to the
dependencies between these threats.
Particularly important is researchers’ awareness for such threats, when we put our findings into the context of related work (cf. Section 3). Several researchers highlighted the
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importance of replications, but our findings suggest that these are hampered significantly.
Multiple, partly contradicting, studies investigated to what extent a different set of papers
and search strategies may result in biased conclusions. Due to the different results, it may be
best to summarize that missing papers can result in biases, and thus the ability to understand
and replicate searches is important. Similar to us, other studies suggest an improvement in
the details that are reported for a systematic literature review. Still, we see that some of the
threats we identified may be known by experts, but rarely by novices, and that additional
information is necessary to assess to what extent we can address these threats.
Considering our findings, we can answer the question of our title, whether we can
replicate the searches of systematic literature reviews with no. Overcoming the identified
threats is not only in the hands of researches, but also publishers and maintainers of literature
resources. Still, researchers who conduct, review, read, and replicate systematic literature
reviews should be aware of the identified threats. Researchers can address these threats to
some extent by providing additional information and extending their searches.
In future work, we see the need for more empirical studies on literature resources and
their issues. For example, it would be helpful to explain the patterns we found for IEEE.
In the same direction, interviews and communication with developers and maintainers of
literature resources could help to understand reasons for the inconsistencies we found. Based
on this, we could derive more precise recommendations for researchers on how to search in
specific resources or may be able to provide an interface that allows for consistent searching.
Moreover, developing tools to support and improve systematic literature reviews is a major
issue that has to be addressed. We remark that we did not perform a sensitivity analysis in
this article, meaning that we did not investigate to what extent the discrepancies we identified
would actually change the outcome of a systematic literature review, which is important
future work. Finally, while systematic literature reviews are a valuable research method, we
as computer scientists seem to have few to no reliable search opportunities or interfaces and
important questions are, whether we should rely on them at this point in time and why we
seem to have these problems?
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